
Where am I?
English in Use



Today we’ll:

✔Learn about one of Russian 
museums

✔Tell about my visit to a museum
✔Revise MUST / MUSTN’T and the 

Past Simple tense



Let’s revise!



Match

spy

armed

rescue

disappears

perfect

worth faces

saves
boring



Look and write must or mustn’t.
•On a ride, you ………………………….. stand up.

•At the concert hall, you ………………… turn off your 
mobile.

•In the zoo, you …………………………. touch the 
anima? s.

•At the theatre, you …………..………. be quiet. 

•At the art gallery, you ……………….. take photos of the 
paintings.

•At the fireworks display, you ……………………….. go 
near the fireworks.
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What toys can you see there?
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Questions:

1. Where is Sergiev Posad?
2. What is Sergiev Posad famous for?
3. What museum have they got?
4. How many toys are in the museum?
5. Which kinds of toys are there?
6. Are there electronic toys?



Answers:

1. Sergiev Posad is near Moscow.

2. It’s famous for its wooden toys.

3. They’ve got a great toy Museum.

4. There are about 30000 toys in the museum.

5. There are old wooden “Trinity” toys with moving 
parts, dolls, matryoshkas, soldiers and electronic 
toys.

6. Yes, there are.



Imagine you went to the Toy Museum last 
Friday. Did you like the visit? What did you 
see there?

•Last Friday I went to/visited the Toy 
Museum in ....
•In this museum I saw matryoshkas, .......
•I really liked/enjoyed this visit.
•And I think this museum is a must-go for 
everyone.



-Hi! Where ___________ (you/go) last week?
-I ___________ (go) to the toy museum!
-What _________ (you/see)?
-I ___________ (see) dolls, 
matryoshkas, toy soldiers!
                         - ___________
                        (you/like) them?
                        - Yes, I ______.
                        Most of all I _________ (like) 
                        toy soldiers of Red Army!
                        - Wow! Great!



-Hi! Where did you go last week?
-I went to the toy museum!
-What did you see?
-I saw dolls, 
matryoshkas, toy soldiers!
                         - Did you like 
                        them?
                        - Yes, I did.
                        Most of all I liked
                        toy soldiers of Red Army!
                        - Wow! Great!



To learn more about “Let’s…” dialogues go to:

•https://resh.edu.ru/subject/lesson/7514/main/268225/



What did we learn and practice at the lesson? 

•Revised the words related to films
•Learnt new words related to toys 
•Read a text about a toy museum
•Answered the questions based on the text
•Told about my visit to the museum
•Practiced the modal verb must and the 
Past Simple tense



Speak your mind ;)

•Which task was the easiest?

•Which task was the most difficult?

•Which task did you like best?

•What was the lesson like?



At home

•Learn the words WL 9c 
•Revise the words 9a-9b
•Revise Grammar Module 9
•Do the exercise (handout) - записать дату, 
“Homework”, номер задания, цифру 
предложения и ответ; прислать чёткое 
фото только домашней работы до начала 
следующего урока английского языка)


